This article relies on advertising and persuasive communications theories to uncover persistent variations in investor response to television stock recommendations targeting naive investors. The authors use an event study methodology to determine the size of the next-day abnormal market reaction to recommendations on Mad Money with Jim Cramer. Although viewers are actively looking for recommendations, the results show that any individual recommendation is still subject to many of the same communication challenges as traditional advertisements. A regression analysis finds that traditional advertising variables, such as message length, recency-primacy effects, information clutter, and source credibility, influence the size of the market reaction to a "buy" recommendation. The authors discuss implications for marketers, managers of public companies, and those interested in public policy aspects related to televised stock recommendations. We expand these findings by using traditional advertising and persuasive communications factors to examine which 1 We focus on buy recommendations because sell recommendations do not lend themselves to this type of analysis, partly because advertising convinces people to buy rather than sell a product and, more important, not all the viewers can act on the sell recommendations because they do not own the mentioned securities in their portfolios and/or do not use sophisticated tools, such as options or short-selling, that would allow them to trade based on the recommendation regardless of whether they own the stocks. of these buy recommendations are likely to generate the greatest reaction. 1 Although many of the shows' viewers are actively seeking recommendations, we find that traditional advertising and persuasive communications variables, such as message length, recency-primacy effects, information clutter, and source credibility, influence the size of the market reaction following a buy recommendation. In addition to uncovering potential arbitrage opportunities for investors, this research has implications for emergent targeted advertising approaches, such as various forms of advertising based on consumer Internet searches and browsing history or customized shopping portal recommendation lists, because it suggests that the communication challenges associated with traditional advertisements persist even when highly targeted messages are communicated to receptive and attentive audiences. In addition, these results should provide insights for managers who are interested in how expert third-party recommendations targeted at naive investors affect stock price, for executives who use appearances on stock recommendation shows in their public relations strategy, and for people interested in the public policy implications of providing stock recommendations to a large group of naive investors.
I just want to make you money, because my job is not just to entertain you, but to educate you, so call me at 1-800-743-CNBC.
-Jim Cramer T he opening line of the Mad Money with Jim Cramer television show sounds surprisingly like an advertisement. Although Jim Cramer's stock recommendations are technically not advertisements, they are persuasive messages delivered through mass media. Research in finance and economics has found evidence of a general positive reaction to "buy" recommendations aired on Mad Money taking place on the day following the broadcast of the show (e.g., Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams 2006, 2007; Lim and Rosario 2008; Neumann and Kenny 2007) . We expand these findings by using traditional advertising and persuasive communications factors to examine which 1 We focus on buy recommendations because sell recommendations do not lend themselves to this type of analysis, partly because advertising convinces people to buy rather than sell a product and, more important, not all the viewers can act on the sell recommendations because they do not own the mentioned securities in their portfolios and/or do not use sophisticated tools, such as options or short-selling, that would allow them to trade based on the recommendation regardless of whether they own the stocks. of these buy recommendations are likely to generate the greatest reaction. 1 Although many of the shows' viewers are actively seeking recommendations, we find that traditional advertising and persuasive communications variables, such as message length, recency-primacy effects, information clutter, and source credibility, influence the size of the market reaction following a buy recommendation. In addition to uncovering potential arbitrage opportunities for investors, this research has implications for emergent targeted advertising approaches, such as various forms of advertising based on consumer Internet searches and browsing history or customized shopping portal recommendation lists, because it suggests that the communication challenges associated with traditional advertisements persist even when highly targeted messages are communicated to receptive and attentive audiences. In addition, these results should provide insights for managers who are interested in how expert third-party recommendations targeted at naive investors affect stock price, for executives who use appearances on stock recommendation shows in their public relations strategy, and for people interested in the public policy implications of providing stock recommendations to a large group of naive investors.
Background and Motivation for the Study
Every day, investors are bombarded with investment recommendations in newspaper and magazine articles, on television shows, and in spam e-mails (Frieder and Zittrain 2007) . Because no new information is typically embedded in these recommendations, the efficient market hypothesis would suggest that stock prices should not react to them. Nevertheless, the market reacts to such recommendations in general (e.g., Barber, Lehavy, and McNichols 2001; Elton, Gruber, and Grossman 1986; Womack 1996) and to Jim Cramer's recommendations on Mad Money in particular (e.g., Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams 2006, 2007; Lim and Rosario 2008; Neumann and Kenny 2007) . It is believed that individual investors are highly susceptible to mass-media investment recommendations because of the high search costs associated with a wide array of available options. For example, Jain and Wu (2000) show increased resource flows to the mutual funds advertised in business periodicals. Barber and Odean (2008) find that individual investors are net buyers of stocks that have recently been mentioned in the news, are experiencing abnormal volumes, and have extreme one-day returns. Frieder and Zittrain (2007) uncover short-term market fluctuations in reaction to spam e-mails, suggesting that stock prices are affected by even the least credible forms of information.
We analyze the Mad Money show as opposed to more sophisticated financial programming because it is clearly targeted at naive investors. The Stalwart (2005) , an Internet blog targeted at financial industry professionals, states that "Jim Cramer's CNBC show Mad Money is an addictive guilty pleasure… His frenzied 5-second analysis on hundreds of stocks never ceases to amuse. But we won't turn to him for investment advice … as most of what he says simply describes the previous day's market action." This sentiment agrees with our interviews of finance professionals, including financial planners and mutual fund managers. Our interviewees stated that Mad Money's appeal is limited to those outside the financial industry. Several mutual fund managers admitted that they occasionally watch the show and even receive e-mails with Mad Money recaps, but none of them traded on the basis of the show's suggestions.
Jim Cramer specifically targets naive investors. He rarely uses complicated financial jargon or provides indepth analysis. He favors clear-cut buy/sell recommendations and does not resort to ambiguous statements that are common to this type of programming. He also incorporates a strong entertainment component in his show. Cramer resorts to a wide array of ostentatious tricks, including dressing up in costumes, shouting, using and sometimes breaking props, throwing objects on the set, and using various sound effects, all of which make his program similar to advertising environments traditionally studied by marketing scholars. Regardless of one's personal stand regarding his antics, it is difficult to dispute that Cramer succeeds in grabbing his audience's attention. The Hollywood Reporter (Gough 2006) attests that, on average, more than a quarter million viewers watch Mad Money on CNBC.
Another advantage of analyzing Mad Money is that Jim Cramer tries to minimize recommendation leaks during the taping of the show, which makes its impact more tractable. Other shows, such as Fast Money, provide more sophisticated commentaries aimed at more informed investors and often supply general insights into savvy financial products and tools (i.e., derivatives, commodities, and technical analysis) that are not suitable for an average individual investor. Moreover, the experts featured in these programs frequently appear on other network shows that provide similar recommendations during the trading day, which has a contaminating effect.
Conceptual Framework
As with any persuasive attempt, message intensity, presentation order, and source credibility can affect consumer decisions. In addition, various psychological and cognitive processes and biases may influence consumer judgment. Therefore, we use an event study methodology to quantify an individual stock's reaction to Mad Money recommendations and then use regression analysis to uncover the factors that affect the size of the resulting abnormalities. In particular, we explain the relative size of the next-day market reaction by using variables associated with traditional advertising and persuasive communication frameworks. In spirit, our investigation is similar to those in the emerging field of behavioral finance (Barberis and Thaler 2003) and marketing that demonstrate how various heuristics and biases lead to irrational stock market behaviors (Johnson, Tellis, and MacInnis 2005) . We follow the framework outlined in Figure 1 .
Previous research on the impact of Mad Money recommendations has documented the overall inefficiencies of financial markets. Neumann and Kenny (2007) analyze 162 buy recommendations and document an average next-day abnormal return of 1.06%, which is followed by a steady price decline. Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams (2007) analyze 391 initial buy recommendations and find that stock prices increased by an average of 2.86% on the day after the show aired but then fell back to their previous levels within several trading days. Both studies find a significant run-up in security prices before the event. Despite the host's claims regarding the show's efforts to prevent information leaks, Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams (2007) mention information leakage as a possible explanation for this run-up. They also document that arbitrage plays by informed investors following such recommendations as short-sale volumes for recommended stocks increase on the day following recommendations and that the magnitude of the volume spike is proportional to the size of the arbitrage opportunity available.
These prior studies have also outlined factors related to underlying securities that could influence the size of the abnormal market reaction. Similarly, we include several control variables (which we discuss subsequently) that are characteristics of the underlying securities (rather than the recommendations) that could be related to the behavior of naive and informed investors. Such factors are captured by the far outer level of Figure 1 
FIGURE 1 Conceptual Framework (Shaded Areas Represent This Study's Contribution)
market capitalization of the underlying security because, in general, larger cap stocks are more liquid and have fewer limits to arbitrage (i.e., factors diminishing the ability of informed traders to trade away market inefficiencies). It is more difficult for informed market players to sell small cap stocks short because this requires them to borrow shares that may not be available.
In addition to accounting for the security-related aspects, limits to arbitrage, and history of wealth redistribution, the inner box of Figure 1 , which is linked to naive investor behavior, examines the impact of show-related characteristics by introducing traditional advertising and persuasive communications variables to explain which recommendations receive the strongest reaction from naive investors. These variables are linked to information uniqueness, information-processing environment, reach, and aspects of source credibility; we discuss these in greater detail in the next section.
Research Questions and Hypotheses

Information Uniqueness
We consider the impact of information uniqueness by examining new versus repeat recommendations. Advertising effectiveness has been found to be susceptible to "threshold" effects (Blair 1987; Pechmann and Stewart 1988) and "wearout" effects (Haley 1978; Simon 1982; 2 Another difference is that Cramer is not a paid endorser. In addition, traditionally, a message must have an identifiable sponsor to be considered an advertisement (e.g., American Marketing Association 1960). However, this demarcation is growing less relevant today as companies attempt to fly under the radar of skeptical consumers by devising advertisements that are less identifiable and, at times, completely covert (e.g., Dahlén and Edenius 2007) . Winter 1973) , leading to an inverted U-shaped relationship between the number of exposures and advertising effectiveness (for a summary of this research stream, see Anand and Sternthal 1990) . Jim Cramer's recommendations to buy certain stocks are similar to traditional television advertisements in that both are impersonal broadcast messages persuading investors/consumers to make a particular purchase. At the same time, there are some critical differences. For example, stock recommendations operate in a highinvolvement environment. Viewers are actually looking for recommendations rather than enduring an advertisement to watch a show. 2 If viewers are actively looking for unique stock recommendations, we would not expect any threshold effect, just a rapid wearout effect. For example, Busse and Green (2002) show that investors incorporate television stock recommendations from CNBC's Opening Call and Midday Call almost instantly. In addition, investors could have acted on previous recommendations, and already hav-3 To control for portfolio effects associated with previous recommendations for the repeat stocks, we introduce the coverage intensity variable that captures the number of times the stock has been recommended by Cramer divided by the number of days since his first recommendation.
ing a stock in their portfolio could deter them from acting on the recommendation again. 3 H 1 : Market reaction to an initial stock recommendation is stronger than it is to subsequent recommendations.
Information Processing
We hypothesize that several factors related to the information-processing environment of the Mad Money show are related to abnormal returns. These include the presence of primacy and recency effects, clutter and competition from concurrent recommendations, and message length. We discuss each in turn.
Primacy-recency effects. Pieters and Bijmolt (1997) find that there are modest recall advantages associated with first (last) commercials in a block of television commercials, indicating the presence of primacy (recency) effects. Webb and Ray (1979) find that 70% of people in their sample exhibited recall patterns that were consistent with a primacy effect. We hypothesize that similar effects increase the size of abnormal returns following individual recommendations because it is more likely that individual investors will act on recommendations that are more readily retrievable from memory.
The primacy effect of stock pick order is associated with a stronger market response. H 3 : The recency effect of stock pick order is associated with a stronger market response.
Clutter and competition. Stocks in the same industry/ market segment may compete for an individual investor's attention because of industry knowledge or expectations regarding sector performance. The presence of competing stock picks in general (regardless of sector membership) is likely to reduce the chances of an individual stock being purchased by the viewers. Here, we draw the connection with the work of Burke and Srull (1988) , who show that the presence of competitive advertising affects consumer memory.
Advertising clutter can create consumer overload, decrease viewer attention span, and interfere with cognitive responses (Keller 1987 (Keller , 1991 Webb 1979; Zhao 1997) . Marketing literature finds that, in general, recall for commercials/brands decreases as clutter increases (Webb 1979; Webb and Ray 1979) . Webb and Ray (1979) find that in unaided recall situations, people can recall only a certain number of advertised brands, regardless of how many commercials they view. Kent and Allen (1993) show that competitive clutter substantially reduces brand name recall scores. Although there is convincing evidence that clutter interferes with advertising effectiveness, its effects may not transfer to television stock recommendations. Webb (1979) finds that the detriment from clutter is present only in lowinvolvement situations (for a detailed summary of clutterrelated advertising studies, see Brown and Rothschild 1993) . Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams (2007) examine the effect of the number of non-Lightning Round (we discuss these Mad Money segment designations in greater detail in the "Data" section) recommendations on the nextday price abnormality and find a negative but nonsignificant relationship. ). This finding indicates that many advertising professionals did not believe that the extra length was worth the cost, and it is consistent with research conducted at the time 30-second commercials were introduced (e.g., Wheatley 1968) , which found only directionally, but not significantly, stronger results in terms of brand recall, attitude change, or product desire for 60-second versus 30-second commercials. In contrast, Anand and Sternthal (1990) find support for the general notion that the time available for message processing influences the effectiveness of the message, and Pieters and Bijmolt (1997) find that both duration of the commercial and competition from other commercials in the same block influence recall.
Previous research on the response to Mad Money recommendations has found some evidence of a relationship between message length and size of response. Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams (2007) find a 2% lower (p < .01) response to recommendations in the highly condensed Lightning Round segment than in the non-Lightning Round segments. Lim and Rosario (2008) compare the responses to the caller-initiated versus host-initiated picks and find that the abnormal returns are more pronounced for more elaborate host-initiated recommendations. However, in both studies, message length is confounded with whether the recommendation was viewer-or host-initiated because the Lightning Round and Sudden Death segments contain primarily less elaborate and viewer-initiated picks. Still, in the context of Mad Money, there are three reasons to expect that the more elaborate recommendations should be associated with stronger investor reaction. First, the message is longer, giving more time for information processing. Second, there are typically fewer stocks in this program segment and, therefore, less clutter. Third, these are stocks that Cramer has thought about in more detail. We provide a more nuanced examination of this issue by identifying more detailed and lengthy recommendations that are classified as Special Mention, regardless of the segment they appear in, and by modeling the response for each segment of the program.
H 6 : Market response to more (less) elaborate recommendations is stronger (weaker).
Reach
Even with a lot of on-and offline word-of-mouth activity surrounding Cramer's recommendations, it is reasonable to assume that the more people who watch the show, the greater is the impact of his message, and the larger is the size of the naive investor pool exposed to his recommendations. Therefore, we hypothesize that greater reach is associated with greater stock price reaction. Previous literature (Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams 2007) has found only directional, but not statistically significant, support for this hypothesis.
H 7 : The size of the television audience is positively associated with market response.
Source Credibility and Leaning
Finally, we examine the aspects related to source credibility (Hovland, Janis, and Kelley 1953) and learning. In particular, we examine the classic dimensions of perceived source credibility: expertise and trustworthiness. Expertise in this setting could be defined as the host's track record on a particular security, and overall trustworthiness could be inferred from the consistency of the host's position on a particular stock as well as the overall historical performance. We also take on a learning perspective and argue that investors not only pay attention to various credibility considerations but also learn in response to persistent wealth redistribution from naive to informed investors.
Negative conditioning. If price movements are exploited by institutional players and if individual investors learn that price shifts following Cramer's recommendations are temporary and thus lose their trust in the host, the negative conditioning will make these investors less likely to follow future recommendations. As first suggested by Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams (2006, 2007) , we hypothesize that the large price jumps that follow the earlier broadcasts subside over time because of the influence of informed arbitrage players and gradual naive investor learning evoked by such strategies.
Moreover, when investors are led to believe that stock prices will increase, but they actually decrease after purchase, the situation is akin to the impact of deceptive or false advertising, which has been studied by marketing scholars. In the marketing literature (i.e., Olson and Dover 1978, p. 30) , deception is "considered to occur when consumers acquire demonstrably false beliefs as a function of exposure to an advertisement." In a longitudinal experiment, Olson and Dover (1978) demonstrate that false claims and subsequent product trial result in significant reduction in pretrial purchase intentions. Historical accuracy. Although Cramer is not explicitly trying to sell anything, his brand and credibility are dependent on the correctness of his picks because they are tied to his perceived expertise. If investors are engaged in learning (Erdem and Keane 1996) , we expect them to update their assessment of Cramer's expertise on particular stocks. This would make them more likely to react positively to a particular stock recommendation when his previous recommendations have been successful.
Recommendation reversals.
We also examine the impact of recommendation reversal and its interaction with the accuracy of previous predictions, which has not been considered in previous studies. Recommendation reversals are often confusing for naive investors, and they also affect the trustworthiness of the host. In marketing literature, attribution theory is often used to explain consumer reaction to various unexpected occurrences; this theory suggests that the perceived reason for an event influences consumer motivation and subsequent behavior (Bettman 1979) . This framework has helped shed light on various marketing issues; for example, several studies successfully use this approach to predict consumer reactions to product failure (e.g., Folkes 1984) . McGill (1991) points out that consumers' attribution for product failure varies with causal background. If a stock-picking service is viewed as a product, an inaccurate pick would be similar to a product failure. Therefore, the background information must be considered-for example, whether a previous recommendation on the stock was correct and whether a reversal is an admittance of a mistake or just an acknowledgment of a changing environment. When future price movements contradict one of the host's previous recommendations, a subsequent recommendation reversal could lead either to strong investor reaction or to the loss of credibility on the part of the host.
Recommendation reversals share similarities with a political candidate's policy changes. Political science literature finds that, among other things, policy changes increase voter uncertainty (Alvarez and Nagler 2002) . Tavits (2007) differentiates between different political domains and argues that policy reversals could be rewarded (punished) by voters when the underlying issue is pragmatic (ideological). Policy reversals on pragmatic issues are perceived as signs of flexibility and adaptation to changing economic conditions, whereas reversals that strike a voter's ideological cord are perceived as signs of inconsistency, thus undermining candidates' credibility and voter rapport. If viewers take a pragmatic perspective, they could regard reversals as necessary adaptations to changing conditions. These reversals will be taken seriously by investors if they infer that new information was sufficiently persuasive to cause Cramer to reverse his previous recommendation. Alternatively, if viewers do not take a pragmatic stance, recommendation reversals could undermine the host's credibility and make investors doubt his expertise when it comes to a particular security (which could later turn into distrust of the show in general).
H 10 : When the host reverses his recommendation on a stock, the resulting stock price change is greater than the one 4 In this study, we use market capitalization as a measure of stock popularity.
that would have taken place on a repeated recommendation. H 11 : Accuracy of previous prediction moderates market response to recommendation reversals.
Control Variables
The general level of awareness of a stock may influence the level of postrecommendation response regardless of the number of previous exposures. Finance literature points out that familiarity fuels investment (Huberman 2001) ; therefore, investors may have more confidence in buying stock in a company that they are already familiar with when Cramer recommends it. Similarly, marketing literature points out that advertising for familiar brands attracts the largest amount of attention to the advertised brand, which improves subsequent brand memory (Pieters, Warlop, and Wedel 2002) . However, it is more likely that if the stock is well known, investors will perceive fewer opportunities to beat the market. If "noise traders" search for "unique" information, they would be more likely to respond to recommendations of relatively unknown stocks. It is also possible that recommendations for unknown stocks would be more effective because of the lack of preconceived notions about them. Such findings would echo those of Winter (1973) , who finds that advertising can produce significant attitude change only in people initially unfamiliar with the brand.
"Popular" stocks have the highest following by analysts and the highest percentage ownership by institutional investors and market makers. 4 These informed investors are the most likely candidates to exploit the market inefficiencies created by individual investors. These more liquid and widely traded stocks also have low limits to arbitrage. Therefore, we expect these stocks to be less susceptible to recommendations. At the same time, "speculative" stocks (e.g., stocks with higher turnover) are more susceptible to recommendations because of the low institutional ownership and higher overall volatility. Therefore, we control for preevent market capitalization and turnover rates. We also control for possible day-of-the-week effects and/or memory decay by creating a set of weekday dummy variables and a variable that captures the number of days between the recommendation and market opening.
Security prices could influence the size of inefficiencies produced by the show. Investors may view "cheaper" stocks as bargains. Even after controlling for market cap, which would capture the potentially higher limits to arbitrage and reduced liquidity associated with "cheaper" stocks, we expect these stocks to be associated with higher inefficiencies. In addition, we control for whether Jim Cramer owns the security in question (as a part of his charitable trust) because this factor may raise some trust issues on the part of investors. Finally, because trading mechanisms, volatility, and spreads differ across exchanges, we view the exchange on which a given security is traded as a factor in determining the size of market abnormality.
Data Mad Money Data
We obtained the recommendations data from a subscription-based Mad Money recap provider (i.e., an independent Web site that captures the recommendations appearing on Mad Money). This site supplies detailed daily recaps of the show. This data source has several advantages: (1) It operates independently from Mad Money; (2) it recaps the recommendations in the order in which they appear on the program (many other recap providers disseminate segment information in alphabetical order); and (3) the provider creates special designations for some stocks, which eliminates the need for the use of researcher judgment in classifying the recommendations (e.g., a "Special Mention" designation indicates that Jim Cramer discussed the stock in detail).
We analyze recommendations across different segments of the show. The Executive Interview segment is the most detailed segment. With rare exceptions (which we exclude from our data set because these instances do not translate into buy recommendations), chief executive officers (CEOs) provide an upbeat view of the market and a positive company outlook. Cramer opens and wraps the show with fairly detailed discussions of select stocks. Therefore, we discuss the recommendations that appear in the Opening (also referred to as "First") and Closing segments of the show in greater detail. The Main segment is the segment during which the stocks receive an average amount of attention; our regression analysis treats these stocks as the base category. In both the Lightning Round and the Sudden Death segments, the host provides a fast-paced series of stock picks (many of them are in response to viewers' calls regarding a recommendation on a specific security, and Cramer quickly responds with his opinion). The difference between the two segments is that the Lightning Round takes place in the beginning of the show and Sudden Death appears at the end. We exclude the "Am I Diversified?" segment of the program because the recommendations provided in this segment are specific to the caller portfolio.
We also include special designations by the recap provider in the analysis because they represent the average depth of recommendations associated with these groupings. Some stocks are designated as "'Mon Back" stocks (Jim Cramer's term for "C'mon back"), suggesting that Cramer would back up the truck and load it up with stock. Some stocks receive a "Special Mention" designation, indicating that the stock received special attention from Cramer in terms of time spent discussing it and the strength of his opinion. These stocks are not the same as "Special Discussion" stocks that Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams (2007) mention. They use this term to describe nonLightning Round stocks. In our sample, Special Mention is the designation given by the third party. These are the stocks the recap provider recognizes as having received special attention/endorsement from the host (they appear across all segments of the show, including Lightning Round and Sudden Death; however, they are underrepresented in these segments). In addition, we capture a special designa-tion for the stocks that are part of Jim Cramer's charitable trust portfolio.
This study uses 8269 unambiguous buy recommendations for stocks trading on NASDAQ, AMEX, or NYSE that aired between November 1, 2005, and July 31, 2007. We used sell recommendations that aired during the same period to estimate the variables pertaining to coverage intensity, accuracy of previous recommendations, and recommendation reversals for buy recommendations. Of the initial 8269 buy recommendations, we carried out our regressions analysis on the 8160 observations that had enough data for the estimation period, as specified in the "Event Study" section.
Television Ratings Data
We purchased daily television ratings data for the Mad Money show from Nielsen Media Research. The data cover the same period as our stock picks database.
Financial Data
We obtained all financial data from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). We carried out the event studyrelated portion of the analysis using Eventus software. We accessed both financial data and Eventus software through Wharton Research Data Services.
Event Study
Event studies have become a popular tool in several fields beyond finance (Balasubramanian, Mathur, and Thakur 2005; Kalaignanam, Shankar, and Varadarajan 2007) . They have been used to enhance the understanding of various marketing domains, such as brand equity (Simon and Sullivan 1993) (Balasubramanian, Mathur, and Thakur 2005) .
This approach uses the returns of the market portfolio as a benchmark for normal returns and then detects any deviations from it. We assume that the event (or recommendation) takes place at t = 0 (see Figure 2) . We use a 100-day estimation window (between days -145 and -46) to estimate the normal or expected return and use the (-10, 20) event window when we analyze the pattern of abnormal 5 Portfolios are formed on the basis of book-to-market ratios.
returns associated with recommendations. We use this broader event window to provide a direct comparison with the only published study on Mad Money recommendations by Neumann and Kenny (2007) , who use the same event window while demonstrating the overall pattern of abnormal returns. Because Cramer makes his recommendations after the close of the market at 6:00 P.M., we are particularly interested in the next-day abnormal return, or the (1, 1) event window. This approach is consistent with previous research that points out that the impact of recommendations is incorporated into prices within the first few trades during the next trading session, and the best way to measure the impact of media recommendations is to consider the (1, 1) event window (e.g., Neumann and Kenny 2007; Pari 1987) . Following Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997) , we define the abnormal return as the actual ex post return of the security over the event window less the normal return of the firm over the event window. The normal return is the expected return if the event (recommendation) did not take place. For each firm i and event date τ, where R it , and E[R it ] are the abnormal, actual, and normal returns, respectively, and X t is the conditioning information to determine normal performance. We begin with the most common variation of the normal return model, known as the "market model" (for a detailed description of applications within the marketing domain, see Srinivasan and Bharadwaj 2004): where R it = the return of stock i at time t, R mt = the monthly return on the CRSP equally weighted index, β i = a measure of stock i's sensitivity to market changes, and ε it = the error term.
However, it has been recommended to find a model that best fits the market to make the event study more efficient (Srinivasan and Bharadwaj 2004) . Fama and French (1996) propose a multifactor model that explains several assetpricing anomalies that exist in the market:
where the two additional factors are related to market anomalies with respect to stocks of different market capitalization and value versus growth stocks: SMB t = the difference between average returns of small and large cap portfolios, and HML t = the difference between average returns on high versus low B/M portfolios. 5
The Fama-French three-factor model captures the majority of market inefficiencies, but it fails to capture momentum (Carhart 1997) . Therefore, we incorporate Carhart's (1997) where UMD t is the average return on high-performing portfolios less the average return on low-return portfolios. Using the four-factor model, we define abnormal returns as follows:
where and are generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) (1, 1) estimates of α i , β i , s i , h i , and u i .
We use a GARCH (1, 1) model (as suggested by Bollerslev 1986) because it allows the conditional variance to change as a function of the past-realized residuals and past variances. Boehmer, Musumeci, and Poulsen (1991) and Corhay and Tourani-Rad (1996) present evidence that this method provides more efficient estimators of regression parameters and leads to more robust conclusions than the traditional event study methodology.
In addition to estimating abnormal returns using Equation 5 over the (-0, 20) window, we examine the preshow price buildup in the (-10, 0) window and the day following the show (1, 1), and we evaluate the postreaction price drift by studying the postevent window (2, 20). We also conduct a volume-based event study, in which daily volume data are centered on a single date for each firm (for details, see Campbell and Wasley 1996) . Volume event studies are similar to the market model event studies described in Equation 2, except that we use log-transformed volume data (i.e., logtransformed percentages of shares outstanding) in place of the returns.
Tests Statistical Tests of Abnormal Returns
We use several tests to identify the significance of resulting inefficiencies. We use a traditional time-series standard deviation t-test (Brown and Warner 1985) to detect the significance of the abnormal returns over a specified time frame. We use various other tests to ensure that our results are not driven by event-induced volatility. We use a standardized cross-sectional test that is better suited for detecting return abnormalities than the conventional standard deviation test in the presence of autocorrelation, event clustering, and event-induced heteroskedasticity. In these settings, it is more powerful than the Brown-Warner test while being equally well specified (Boehmer, Musumeci, and Poulsen 1991) . The generalized sign test uses a normal approximation to the binomial distribution and determines whether the differences in the number of positive and negative returns are significant at the desired confidence level (for details, see Cowan 1992; Sprent 1989) .
Accessing the Impact of Volatility Changes
In addition to using tests that are robust to event-induced volatility changes, we use a supplemental model that explicitly incorporates such volatility changes across different Again following Mathur and colleagues (2002), we use White's (1982) procedure to correct for heteroskedasticity in residuals. If identified abnormal returns are not influenced by event-induced volatility, the returns for different event windows would be consistent across the stable beta model and the MRM in which beta is allowed to shift across volatility regimes.
Results of Event Study Overall Patten of Abnormal Returns
We replicated previous research by examining the abnormal price fluctuations associated with all the buy recommendations that appear on the show. Consistent with previous research (e.g., Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams 2006, 2007; Lim and Rosario 2008) , we find that stocks recommended during the show experienced abnormal returns before the recommendation (see Figure 3) . We find a significant abnormal return of .50% on the day following buy recommendations (see Table 1 ); however, starting with Day 2, there is a significant drop in security prices because the unwarranted sharp price increase triggers a profit-taking sell-off by informed investors. It takes the stocks between six and seven trading sessions to return to their prerecommendation values. Although Jim Cramer himself warns viewers against immediately acting on his recommendations and suggests that investors do their own due diligence (Cramer 2006) , the data show that investors immediately "jump" on his recommendations and lose money (at least in .03% .05% .16% .22%
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1.48% -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Table 2 ). A legitimate question to ask is why the informed investors do not immediately correct these large showinduced inefficiencies. It is possible that institutional investors pay attention to momentum considerations and therefore are initially reluctant to short-sell the stocks that have been climbing for a period of time. There are also numerous constraints on the actions of the short-sellers: Diamond and Verrecchia (1987) and Senchack and Starks (1993) address the effect of short-selling constraints on price reactions. Short-sales constraints include direct monetary costs of borrowing shares, the difficulty of establishing a short position (e.g., insufficient pool of shares to borrow), forced covering of short positions, potential short squeeze, and so forth. These and other factors interfere with immediate price adjustments and prevent informed investors from completely trading away inefficiencies induced by the show. It may also be questioned why uninformed investors allow the preevent run-up. We suspect that the run-up could be caused by information leakage regarding a future recommendation (as suggested by Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams 2006) , or it could be attributable to contaminating events taking place within the event window; we explore this latter possibility subsequently.
Robustness Checks
We performed robustness checks on the equally weighted four-factor model used in this study by varying model specifications. Alterations in model specification (market, three-, and four-factor), estimation method (ordinary least squares or GARCH [1, 1]), and weighting scheme (value versus equal weighting index) did not have a material influence on the findings. Neither did the length of the estimation period (255 days versus 100 days).
Furthermore, we estimated the MRM described in Equation 6. In particular, we investigated whether the abnormal returns are driven by changes in volatility. The results of the MRM model presented in Table 3 show that abnormal returns are not influenced by changes in the systematic risk.
Neither the event nor the postevent beta shift coefficients are significant, indicating that there is no change in underlying volatility. Moreover, we get the same estimate for the abnormal return for the (1, 1) period compared with the models with a stable beta, .5%, on the day following the recommendation. This model also detects the significant run-up during the (-10, 0) period and a significant decline during the (2, 20) period. We also find a negative shift in the intercept after the event, indicating that the negative trend of postrecommendation price adjustment persists beyond the specified event window. This long-term price adjustment could be related to the notion that viewers are calling about high-sentiment stocks that are traditionally associated with lower expected returns (Frazzini and Lamont 2008) , and the show simply triggers the value-adjustment mechanism associated with these widely favored, overvalued securities. We examined the long-term returns for these securities and found a significant downward adjustment of -4.74% during the six months following the recommendation.
Contaminated Events
We conducted an additional analysis to ensure that the market reaction to Jim Cramer's recommendations is not an artifact of his or his viewers' stock selection metrics (e.g., Cramer tends to recommend stocks just before the earnings announcements). To control for all the contaminating factors, we isolated a subsample of "clean" observations. We opted for this approach rather than splitting the entire data set into clean and contaminated subsamples because of the time-consuming nature of identifying contaminated events. We randomly selected 250 observations. We defined a contaminating event as any announcement of restructuring, merger and acquisition activity, dividends, earnings announcements, new product releases, new debt or equity issuance, executive team changes, or other material changes in company operations (e.g., announcement of a new government contract or the clearance of a regulatory stage by a drug). A detailed analysis of press releases and Securities and Exchange Commission regulatory filings identified 63 (of 250) uncontaminated observations. An event analysis for this clean subsample of observations finds that there is no significant price run-up in the (-10, 0) event window. The results of the contamination study indicate that much of the preevent run-up is attributable to the selection criteria tied to contaminating events. However, we are not able to conclude definitively that there is no leakage before stock recommendation, because it is possible that the leakages are strategically made around recommendations that involve contaminating events. Further investigation is needed to completely rule out the leakage possibility.
The abnormal market reaction for the (1, 1) event window in the clean subsample is .90% (t = 3.5, p < .01). This larger abnormal reaction could have occurred because (1) the impact of a recommendation is more easily identifiable in lieu of other contaminating events and (2) the clean subsample contains a larger proportion of small cap stocks because, in general, large corporations had more contaminating events.
After the announcement, stocks begin to gravitate to their preannouncement levels. It takes them seven trading sessions to come back to their original price levels. Overall, with the exception of the absence of the preevent run-up, the clean sample results are consistent with our findings for the overall sample. Not only does the market react to Mad Money recommendations, but this reaction is also at least as large or even larger in absence of contaminating events. Table 2 presents a summary of the event-related daily transaction volume reaction. We find an abnormal increase in trading volume on the trading day following the buy recommendations. Recommended stocks are already experiencing abnormal activity before the show, but the show further stimulates trading activity. Note that for every day in the event window (-10, 20) , the mean abnormal volume is positive and significant (p < .0001). The day after the show airs, stocks experience a significant (p < .0001) abnormal trading volume increase of 73.13% (Figure 4 depicts daily abnormal trading volume). Table 4 summarizes the event study results across different show segments and special designations. The Main, Opening, and Closing segments are associated with abnormal returns of 1.07%, 1.23%, and .54%, respectively, on the day following the show. The Main and Opening segments have a greater impact than the Closing segment, which indicates a possible presence of primacy effects or the viewers not watching until the end of the program. Stocks in these more elaborate segments are associated with significantly higher next-day abnormal returns than stocks in the less elaborate Lightning Round (.20%) and Sudden Death (.15%) segments.
Volume Event Study Results
Buy Recommendations Across Different Segments
Surprisingly, the stocks featured in the CEO Interview segment experience abnormal returns of approximately .74% on the day of the show, which is followed by an .99% abnormal return on the day following the show, indicating 
TABLE 4 Mean Cumulative Abnormal Return (CAR) Across Different Segments and Designations
either that Cramer contacts the CEOs of companies on the move or that show appearances require advanced scheduling and information about the CEO's visit gets leaked.
As we expected, stocks that the recap provider has classified as Special Mention get the biggest boost the day after the show airs (1.27%). 'Mon Back stocks also receive a relatively large boost (.87%); however, investors are a bit cautious despite the host's strong endorsement because these are often stocks that Cramer suggests have bottomed out (indicating that some investors are too conservative to use a "catching the falling knife" strategy).
Initial Versus Repeat Recommendations (H 1 )
We could not obtain a sample of initial recommendations only, because the show started airing in March 2005 and our sample starts in November 2005. However, we separated our sample into the first observation for a particular security versus repeat recommendations for the same security. The first subsample contains all first-time recommendations that aired during the observed period (we refer to this subsample as "initial" recommendations). The results of the analysis across the two subsamples appear in Table 5 . Consistent with H 1 , the next-day stock market increase for the initial recommendations is 1.42%, which is significantly higher than the .36% average for the repeat recommendations. 6 Overall, our results provide strong support for H 1 . 6 Mean comparison is significant at a 99.9% level.
Furthermore, the 1.42% estimate is conservative because some of the recommendations in our initial recommendation sample are repeat recommendations (Engelberg, Sasseville, and Williams's [2007] estimate for initial recommendations was twice as large). Preshow price buildup is more pronounced for initial-recommendation stocks (price increases are probably the reason the stocks catch the viewers' and host's attention). In the (-10, 0) event window, initial (repeat) recommendations gain 2.02% (.80%). In addition to the next-day price increase and preshow buildup differences, it takes initial-recommendation stocks much longer (approximately 17 trading sessions) to bounce back to the preshow levels (it takes repeat-recommendation stocks only 5 to 6 sessions). Because of these differences and factors related to historical accuracy and recommendations reversals (which are applicable to repeat recommendations only), we analyze the impact of message factors on these two types of recommendations separately.
Regression Analysis
We test H 2 -H 11 by estimating two regression equations, one for the initial-and one for the repeat-recommendations sample. Because our goal is to determine the factors that drive the size of abnormalities, we estimate a regression with the abnormal return on the first market day following the buy recommendation (i.e., event window [1, 1]), AR i1 as a dependent variable, and the variables corresponding to our conceptual framework as the independent predictors. For all Independent variables include factors related to information processing (e.g., recency and primacy dummy variables, variables representing overall and Standard Industrial Classification-specific [SIC-specific] clutter), the show's reach, and whether the recommendation had a Special Mention designation. In addition, we capture the date of recommendation, the exchange on which the security was traded at the time of recommendation, share price, turnover, and the market cap characteristics associated with a particular security. For repeat recommendations, we also include variables that represent the accuracy of the host's previous predictions. Appendix A presents the summary of all the variables used in this study. A correlation table for Model 6 (7) is in Appendix B (C). Descriptive statistics are in Appendix D.
Results of Regression Analysis
Tables 6 and 7 summarize the regression results for Models 6 and 7. In addition to the specified model, we estimated models that omitted the Special Mention designation as an explanatory variable. We do not present the results of these models here (because these models are inferior to the models we summarize based on the incremental F-test [p < .001]), but it is worth noting that they support the presence of strong between-segment differences that disappear when the Special Mention variable is introduced.
Information-Processing Effects
H 2 and H 3 , which deal with primacy and recency effects, are both supported. We find convincing evidence for the existence of primacy effects because they are significant (p < .001) for both initial and repeat recommendations. We also find evidence of a significant (p < .05) recency effect in the repeat-recommendations sample. Similar to Pieters and 
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Bijmolt (1997), we find that primacy effects are stronger than recency effects.
Clutter. There is some support for H 4 because overall information clutter marginally contributes to reducing the size of the market inefficiency following repeat buy recommendations (p < .10). However, overall clutter is not significant for initial recommendations. In addition, contrary to H 5 , clutter from similar (same SIC header code) picks is positively associated with the size of the inefficiency (p < .02). Although this finding is surprising from an information-processing point of view, it could be explained by the host's tendency to talk about potentially attractive segments and to bring up several stocks he finds particularly promising. These positive remarks about the industry may create elaboration rather than clutter.
Message length. There is strong support for H 6 , regarding the relationship between message length and the size of the abnormal return. In both regressions, when a recommendation is given a Special Mention designation, the resulting abnormal return is significantly higher (p < .001). In the initial-buy regression, none of the segment variables are significant, indicating that only message length, and not the segment of the show in which it appears or the source of the pick (i.e., user-or host-generated), has an impact. In contrast, in the repeat-buy regressions, there is a positive coefficient for the Lightning Round and Sudden Death seg-7 This is not surprising, given that Sudden Death is a new segment that was designed to stop the viewers from changing the channel before the end of the program.
8 A possible explanation for only a marginal effect could be that Mad Money has a group of hardcore followers who are responsible for the bulk of the price movements. The size of the occasional viewer segment (that fluctuates in response to other programming available) may not have a very strong effect on stock prices. This matter requires further investigation. ments (which investors tend to favor) and a negative coefficient for the Closing segment. 7 Therefore, after controlling for the amount of attention given to each stock, we pick up signs of viewer preference for different segment formats. In summary, the strong impact of being a Special Mention stock supports H 6 , that more elaborate recommendations are associated with larger market inefficiencies.
Reach
We also find some evidence on the size of audience effects. The Number of Viewers variable is marginally significant in the repeat-recommendation model. 8 This provides marginal support for H 7 .
Source Credibility and Learning Effects
There is mixed evidence for H 8 , that global learning is taking place. We find that the time variable is significant (p < .000
Notes: VIF = variance inflation factor. .0000
TABLE 6 Regression Results for Initial Buy Recommendations
Notes: VIF = variance inflation factor.
.01) and negative in the initial-recommendation model. This suggests that the reaction to Cramer's initial buy recommendations decreases over time, which is consistent with the idea that viewers learn that there is some wealth redistribution. However, we do not find a significant effect for time in the repeat-recommendation model. Over time, there is an increase in the number of stocks recommended by Cramer in a single show, and individual stocks receive less attention. Therefore, there is some collinearity between the Special Mention, time, and individual segment variables, but none of the variance inflation factors exceed 10 (the cutoff point that Marguardt [1970] suggests for identifying serious collinearity problems). In contrast, there is strong evidence in support of H 9 , H 10 , and H 11 , which deal with repeat recommendations on individual stocks. For H 9 , if Cramer's track record for a particular security is strong (i.e., larger positive returns on recommended buys or steeper stock price declines for recommended sells), investors are significantly more likely to pay attention to his subsequent recommendations for that stock. This is evident in the significant Return Since Last Recommendation variable in the repeat-buy recommendation regressions. Consistent with H 10 , recommendation reversals are associated with larger abnormal returns, indicating that viewers respond to such reversals strongly. Furthermore, in support of H 11 , investor return from the last recommendation for a particular equity and its interaction with recommendation reversal are both significant. These results indicate that investors pay attention to Cramer's track record on individual stocks because the response to his recommendation is contingent on the accuracy of his previous prediction for the same security.
Other Significant Findings
The size of the share price (i.e., preevent share price) is negatively associated with abnormal returns, indicating that investors are "bargain hunting" while watching the show. This finding persists even after we control for other variables, such as market cap. Similar to previous research, we find that market cap is inversely related to the size of the abnormal return. In addition, we find that different markets are associated with different sizes of inefficiencies. Stocks traded on the NYSE have marginally lower inefficiencies than NASDAQ stocks. These differences could potentially be linked to differences in the security types listed on these exchanges, levels of idiosyncratic volatility associated with these stocks, differences in effective spread sizes, and shortsales rules governing different exchanges. However, identifying the sources of this variation is beyond the scope of this project.
Managerial Implications Summary
We document several inefficiencies/arbitrage opportunities that are created by televised stock recommendations. These inefficiencies are of interest to the managers of publicly traded companies affected by Mad Money recommendations because they may influence stock repurchase decisions.
We assumed that the response to Jim Cramer's recommendations might differ from the response to advertisements because many viewers are actively looking for recommendations rather than passively watching commercials. We find considerable evidence that viewers are actively looking for recommendations. First, rather than a threshold or inverted U-shaped response curve to the number of advertisements, initial recommendations generated stronger reactions than subsequent recommendations for the same stock. Second, this seems to be a high-involvement purchase. For initial recommendations, it appears that rather than focusing on better-known stocks with large capitalizations, investors are looking for niche/small cap stocks because the size of the next-day stock price abnormality is inversely related to the size of the preevent market capitalization. However, this larger inefficiency could also be explained by the higher limits to arbitrage associated with small cap stocks. In addition, stocks with higher turnover rates generated higher next-day price increases than stocks with lower-turnover/higher-institutional ownership. Finally, lower-priced stocks had greater abnormal returns following initial recommendations, indicating that naive investors could be bargain hunting. This finding underscores the irrationality of naive investor actions and suggests that pricingrelated considerations could inform finance models of investor behavior.
Despite these differences between response to traditional advertising and to Cramer's recommendations, we find numerous similarities. Although a substantial fraction of the audience is looking for recommendations, any individual recommendation is still subject to many of the same communication obstacles as advertisements in terms of getting heard. We found strong evidence of both recency and primacy effects in investor response to stock recommendations. Primacy had a greater impact than recency (and affected both initial and repeat recommendations, while only repeat recommendations were affected by the recency effect), possibly indicating that search is active and that when a satisfactory recommendation is found, the search ends. We found that overall clutter had a marginally negative impact on the reaction to repeat recommendations but had no effect for initial recommendations. This indicates that initial recommendations can cut through the clutter. Contrary to expectations, industry clutter actually increased viewer response. We assume that this was due to the increased visibility of all recommendations in that industry. In addition, recommendations that were given greater emphasis had a greater response than others.
We find that source credibility has a significant impact on the response to subsequent recommendations. There is evidence of global learning because the decrease in response to Cramer's recommendations over time is consistent with viewers learning the general pattern of abnormal returns shown in Figure 3 . However, we also find that investors track the host's performance for particular securities when making purchase decisions because response to a particular stock is significantly affected by the success of past recommendations for the same stock, especially if there was a reversal of the previous recommendation.
Implications
When investors are looking for recommendations, but not a specific stock recommendation, the situation could be similar to when a person has an interest in a product or service class but does not have a specific brand in mind. This similarity should make the findings of this study relevant to the emergent class of well-targeted advertisements (i.e., advertisements that are served to consumers who have expressed some interest in a particular product category). Our findings suggest that it is not enough to appropriately target a message to a certain viewer; its chances of being attended to and acted on are significantly greater with proper placement, reduced clutter, and better execution. For example, in targeted online advertising campaigns, marketers need to make sure not only that the message is going to the right people but also that it is appropriately positioned among the competitive entries and designed in a way that grabs consumer attention and cuts through the clutter.
The findings are also relevant to the domain of searchengine marketing (e.g., Google's AdWords), browsinghistory-based behavioral targeting (e.g., Front Porch, NebuAd, Phorm), and the effectiveness of recommendation lists and advice columns (e.g., the Amazon Daily blog) that are becoming integral parts of Internet shopping portals. Even in such high-involvement environments in which consumers are presented with information relevant to their needs, information-processing-related effects influence their purchasing decisions. According to Microsoft research (i.e., Richardson, Dominowska, and Ragno 2007) , higherpositioned advertisements receive higher clickthrough rates as a result of visual attention differences. Our research shows that additional information-processing effects could also have a bearing on the relative effectiveness of search and other types of Internet advertising; namely, there seems to be a connection with banner advertising such that the presentation order must be considered when trying to determine the effectiveness of an advertisement.
Of interest to search marketers and online advertisers is the notion that in competitive, high-involvement environments in which people are trying to find a unique product, repeated exposure may not produce the desired results. Broader settings that can benefit from this insight are Internet art, designer clothing, and unique jewelry auctions. For example, Portero.com is an auction site dedicated to selling certified "preowned" luxury designer items. The site publishes a blog listing several items designated as great finds. According to our findings, such blogs should be updated frequently and with items not mentioned elsewhere on the Web site. Bidz.com is a site that sells closeout and discontinued jewelry with live auctions starting every five seconds. In such high-involvement, high-paced settings, recommendations should be made out of the pool of items not yet considered by the bidders.
It is instructive to compare the results of this study with those of Tellis and Johnson (2007) . In their event analysis of abnormal returns to stock prices of firms whose products were reviewed by the Wall Street Journal, a positive product review by Walter Mossberg provided a larger abnormal next-day return that was sustained in the following days. This suggests that if CEOs introduce credible, positive, new information, its impact on stock returns could be similar to that of an objective product review. If an appearance does not provide any new information (similar to most appearances on Mad Money), its effects dissipate quickly.
It might be better to restrict public relations activities to general business shows and communication with analysts and not to shows such as Mad Money, for which viewers are looking for stock picks. To create a sustainable stock price increase, the appearances should concentrate on the new developments that are material (i.e., affect a company's long-term potential and future cash flows) because the market does not reward the public relations efforts that are not based on fundamentals. At the same time, there could be some positive side effects associated with Mad Money appearances because increased scrutiny may reduce the cost of management/market information asymmetry, which, in efficient markets, is ultimately borne by the firm (Myers and Majluf 1984) . In addition, these appearances might create additional brand equity, especially when it comes to relatively unknown consumer goods (viewers could be inclined to try the brands marketed by the companies mentioned on the show), but this aspect needs further investigation.
This study also has implications for marketers and policy makers in the area of complex product offerings in which consumers have limited ability to comprehend products' value or efficacy (e.g., investments, health care, education). Our findings suggest that despite the highinvolvement environment associated with these settings, consumers rely on heuristics in making their decisions because they have limited ability to perform their own due diligence. As a result, they blindly follow the "experts" and are especially susceptible to various information-processing biases.
From a public policy perspective, this study finds that naive investors pick investment opportunities without doing much due diligence because they respond to Mad Money stock recommendations as soon as the markets open on the day following the broadcast. Furthermore, their investment decisions are influenced by various information-processing considerations that are not tied to company fundamentals, making them extremely vulnerable to manipulation. By separating the contaminated events from the clean events and providing evidence of price run-up only before the contaminated events, we question the findings of prior studies that attribute the price run-up effect to information leakage. To resolve the issue of information leakage, we advocate further inquiry into the price run-up in the contaminated sample to disentangle the effects of contaminating events from information leakage, if any.
Limitations and Further Research
This study evaluates a single financial recommendation show. This limitation is brought about because Mad Money is the only program clearly targeted at a naive audience for which we could obtain a suitable data set. Our preliminary research shows that in more sophisticated types of programming, inefficiencies are much smaller and driven primarily by market infrastructure considerations and limits to arbitrage (e.g., turnover, market cap, the exchange on which the security is traded), though some factors related to recommendation credibility and intensity (e.g., analyst consensus, number of panelists supporting a recommendation) are also relevant. Further research should examine the continuum of available programming and provide a framework for identifying the most relevant factors that lead to the size of abnormal returns in different types of financial programming.
This study shows that financial managers and scholars need to draw on the knowledge generated within the marketing field when predicting individual investor reactions to messages pertaining to financial securities. Marketing literature documents a vast array of consumer behavior patterns that can significantly improve the traditional models of investor behavior that rely on investor rationality. 
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APPENDIX A Variables
a We also tried capturing day of the week and holiday break effects. Friday variable in the Weekday array and Memory Decay variables are highly correlated; therefore, we explored using just the decay variable versus using day-of-week variables and the variable called Holiday, which signifies that the next work day after recommendation falls on one of the official exchange holidays. Neither of the methods produced any significant results in terms of influencing the next-day abnormal return. 
APPENDIX D Descriptive Statistics
